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(1) X,X ..., X,,

be a sequence of independent chance variables and let the expectation
of X, E(X.) be O. If

converges to zero with probability 1, we say that the sequence (1) obeys
to the strong law of large numbera The ordinary law of large numbers
asserts that (2) converges in probability.

Sufficient conditions for the validity of the strong law of large
numbers were given by various authors.D

Concerning the series of independent chance variables, it is well
known that the convergence in probability and the convergence with
probability 1 is equivalent. This is due to P. Ivy. Mr. G. Ottaviani has
recently given a simple proof) of this theorem. For the sequence (2),
the similar facts do not necessarily hold. Thus it arises the problem
to give the condition to conclude the validity of the strong law from
that of the ordinary law of large numbera The present paper concerns
this problem.

2. Theorem 1. For any positive , let

Pr( s, I ::> 1-,(),
n

and suppose that for any o

n($)>O a >’,

Then the sequence (1) converges to zero with probability 1.
To prove the theorem we use the method of G. Ottaviani. We shall

prove the theorem in terms of Lebesgue measure in place of probability
and let X=X(t) (i=1,2,...) are measurable functions independent
mutually.
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